


 OBJECTIVES:

 Introduction to program
 Why would I want to learn 

BaseCamp?



 Introduced in 2009, replaces MapSource
 MapSource is still available
 For all Garmin devices
 Mac and Windows available
 Cannot be used for map transfer, map 

install, device upgrades



 Better topo support
 Photo geotagging/embedding
 Various modes of transportation
 Garmin Adventures
 Birdseye imagery
 Reads maps off GPS
 Has world base map



 Multiple routes in one file
 Integration with Google Earth 
 No ‘helper’ programs required
 Bulk editing of waypoints
 Analysis of tracks
 Embedding of photos



 Third party maps
 Reads maps off GPS
 Can run on SD card in GPS or USB
 No internet connection required
 Interaction with software 

developers



 There is a learning curve!
 Constantly under development, sometimes 

new things are tried and do not work
 There are resources- Garmin videos on 

YouTube, other resources



 Multiple routes in one file



 Integration with Google Earth



 Integration with Google Earth



 Integration with Google Earth



 Waypoints – import/export

 Import  .kml and .kmz from Google Earth 
and Google Maps

 Import .jpg and .jpeg photos
 Imports – exports all Garmin formats, never 

a problem with backward-compatible files
 Exports .gpx



 Waypoints - sorting

• Bulk change symbol: high point value, low 
value, day, 24 hrs etc. 

• Sort by symbol, name, comment, data 
field-points



 Waypoints - manipulation

 Instant view of rally waypoints, no need for 
‘helper’ programs

 Manipulate waypoints inside BC
 Rename
 Change symbol
 Sort
 Add comments, data
 Add point values, then sort





 Third party maps

 Garmin Mexico Map



 Third party maps

 Garmin Mexico Map



 Reads maps off GPS



 Can run on SD card in GPS 
or USB

 You can travel without a laptop
 Use any computer available
 Up and running quickly in case of 

computer failure
 Completely independent of Internet 

access
 Everything on your GPS & data card



 Photo embedding



 Garmin Adventures





 Birdseye Imagery



 Contains world basemap



 Interaction with software 
developers



 Database structure

 Not files and folders
 Libraries, My Collection 
 List Folders, Lists
 Never lose a waypoint
 Have all waypoints readily available
 Easily find waypoint by zooming in
 Lists all waypoints NOT used in route, 

useful to see if you have missed one



 Entering waypoints

 ‘Open’ file in any Garmin format
 Import from Google Earth/Maps
 Use ‘FIND’ tool (similar to GPS)
 Make waypoint anywhere and edit to 

input coordinates 
 No other program required



 Make Routes

 Click on start, click on intermediate stops, 
click on finish

 Use ‘insert’ tool to add waypoints
 Can re-order waypoints
 Remove waypoint from route, waypoint 

remains in waypoint list- never lose a 
waypoint!



 Track Analysis

 Record track in GPS (where you went)
 Analyse your trip:
 How long ramp to ramp gas stop
 How long each bonus stop
 Average speed charts

 Capacity to record tracks depends on GPS-
500 to 10,000 trackpoints



 Track Analysis



 Track Analysis



 Track Following

 Turn a route to a track in BaseCamp
 Tracks never change
 Follow exact path with no recalculating
 Essential for off-road riding, hiking
 Ability to follow a track depends on GPS



 Add stop time (‘layover’)



Nolli Map of Rome 1748



 Questions? 


